Customer story: RSA

RSA-Codan builds customer
centric strategy on TIA

Profile:
RSA is one of the world’s largest
multinational insurance groups. It is focused
on general insurance – personal and
commercial – and serves 20 million
customers worldwide. RSA operates in three
core regions: United Kingdom, Nordics and
Canada.
RSA-Codan operates in Denmark, Norway
and Sweden and serves more than 150.000
customers.

“TIA is the backbone of our
customer strategy. Having a
truly integrated Nordic
insurance system is paramount
to obtaining the customer
insight, agility and speed we
want.”
-Nordic IS & Change Director
Pedro de Freitas, RSA-Codan

.

Transparency in pricing
structures, a 360 degree view
on each customer and faster
product launches are the three
cornerstones in RSA-Codan’s
THINK CUSTOMER strategy.
The Nordic insurance giant
chose TIA as a strategic partner
on its ambitious customer
journey.

Implementation for the Commercial
Lines business took off in Denmark in
2010 and is expected to finalize by the
end of 2013 after which Personal Lines,
Norway and Sweden will be rolled out.
Once everything is in place, the TIA
solution will handle more than 100
insurance products, over 3.5 million
policies and impact well over 150.000
customers. It will also reduce the
number of systems in operation in
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